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helpful but please do not reply to
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stalker instead of csgos. [ How

to install a toolbox ] This tutorial
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violates the CNET's Site Terms
of Use, you can report it below

(this will not automatically
remove the comment). If you're

still unsure whether your
comment will be published,

check your inbox to verify that
your comment has. Xlive DLL

for Mortal Kombat
Kollection.rar Copy "xlive.ini"

and "xlive.dll" from Mortal
Kombat Arcade Kollection's

folder to your exe folder.
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Finally, you can restore the
xlive.ini. Start the game up and
type xlive -win into the console.
It should present you with the

window below.Click "Configure
Xlive". The window should look
something like the one below.
Note: Close and re-open the

game before following the next
step to make sure you get the
latest patched version. Enter
"xlive -win", and then press

Enter. This should start up the
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Xlive, which should look
something like the below
screenshot. If you get the

window asking you to choose
which app you want to launch
for Xlive, select "Play Steam".
Press Enter. You will then be
back at the Steam application.
Xlive will be running. When

logging into my Steam account,
I've never been prompted to

download this DLC. So, this is
great. Why the 64bit Skyrim
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version is not working for some
people, and that Xlive.dll file fix
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